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Abstract As time passes and digital technologies become obsolete, more and

more new media artworks face the possibility of being lost forever. As many
new media artworks depend on certain technologies, when these technologies are replaced with other or are not available any more, steps should
be taken to make older artworks compatible with newer technologies that
replace them. Using Jon Ippolito’s concepts of storage, emulation, migration and reinterpretation, this text attempts to provide a basic framework
to understand each different concept and the advantages and disadvantages to their implementation. This is all done using Gilbertto Prado’s restoration of Desertesejo (2000/2014/2018) to illustrate the process.
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Resgatando as obras de arte em novas mídias da obsolescência tecnológica
Resumo À medida em que o tempo passa e as tecnologias digitais se tornam
obsoletas, mais e mais obras de arte em novas mídias enfrentam a possibilidade de se perderem para sempre. Como muitas obras de arte de novas mídias
dependem de determinadas tecnologias, quando essas tecnologias são substituídas por outras ou não estão mais disponíveis, devem ser tomadas medidas
para tornar as obras de arte antigas compatíveis com as tecnologias mais
recentes que as substituem. Usando os conceitos de armazenamento, emulação, migração e reinterpretação de Jon Ippolito, este texto tenta fornecer
uma estrutura básica para entender cada conceito diferente e as vantagens e
desvantagens de sua implementação. O que é feito com a restauração da obra
Desertesejo, de Gilbertto Prado (2000/2014/2018), para ilustrar o processo.
Palavras chave Novas mídias, Armazenamento, Emulação, Migração, Reinterpretação.
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Technological advances in the last centuries of human existence
have accelerated to an incredible degree. While for most of humanity’s existence, humans could spend their whole life without witnessing a technological advancement that would dramatically change their day-to-day life,
their profession, culture or values. Since the industrial revolution, the rate
of change has sped up exponentially. By the early 2000s we have witnessed
new technologies change every aspect of our life in spans of 5 years or less.
In the artworld, the change has been slower, with the biggest technological change before new media appeared being the development of
brighter pigments and color theory in the 19th century which directly led
to Impressionism and the development of modernism and the avant-garde.
Before this development, painting as a discipline had not changed much
since the Renaissance. The next paradigm change in art practice came with
the invention of photography; while its inception occurs at almost the same
time as the invention of the metallic paint tube and the aforementioned
improved pigments, it is not until Alfred Stieglitz that photography enters
into the artworld. This is the first new media introduced to the artworld
in centuries; it is also the first media to be uncharacteristically delicate (in
comparison with canvas and simple paper). The nature of film substrates
makes them susceptible to deterioration, chemicals will continue to oxidize
(one of the first issues Daguerre faced was the act of fixing the photographic plate and stopping the ongoing chemical reactions), acetate film is highly
volatile, and light deteriorates all manners of photographic materials; new
media only got more delicate as time went by.
Today, the conservation risks to art come not only from environmental factors such as demagnetized floppy disks or destroyed computers, but also from technological advancement itself. While an old
daguerreotype remains usable to this day, old computer files from as recently as 10 years ago may not be. As new media art depends on what is
unquestionably a capitalist industry to generate itself, it is subject to the
whims of market forces and marketing decisions such as forced obsolescence. In practical terms what this means, is that as the platforms upon
which a specific artwork was created in, age and are replaced by others,
the artwork itself may disappear. One of the best documented examples
of such a situation is Desertesejo (2000/2014/2018) by Brazilian artist Gilbertto Prado. Desertesejo has existed in two different versions, the original VRLM and a second one made in the game engine Unity 3D for which
there are two variations a VR variation and a screen-based variation. The
reason for not classing the VR and screen-based experiences as variations
derives from Jon Ippolito’s efforts at creating a taxonomy of new media
art and will be explored further into this text.
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Fig 1. Desertesejo (2000/2014), Gilbertto Prado. Circuito Alameda, Laboratorio Arte Alameda, Mexico, 2018.

Regardless of the method to access the experience, Desertesejo
presents the participant with a virtual world where they are free to explore. Upon picking a rock and placing it on a heap (which works as a real
time virtual-physical marker of their presence to other participants) the
participant takes the shape of a shamanistic animal (tiger, eagle or snake)
and can proceed to explore the environment. As they move in the space
they enter three rooms, the first of which is entirely empty, a second one
where the participant can see the avatars of other individuals also present
within the virtual space and finally enters the third space where they are
capable of communicating with the others. As can be seen, this experience
is a virtual 3d environment meant to be navigated at one’s own pace, with
no individual experience being the same. This is due to the real-time interactive and networked nature of the work. Should the technological scaffolding behind Desertesejo cease to function, the entire work is destroyed,
video and still images are incapable of capturing and transmitting the true
depth of the experience.
As originally created back in the year 2000, Desertesejo was a VRML
(Virtual Reality Modeling Language) environment. VRML was a 3D modeling
language used to create interactive 3D worlds that ran within a webpage, unfortunately by 2001 the format was abandoned and no longer available to use
(Wood, 2019). This forced Prado to port his artwork to a newer technology in
order to be able to show it in the 2014 exhibition Singularidades/Anotaçöes
(Prado & Cuzziol, 2019). While Prado refers to this effort as a restoration, it
may be more accurately labeled as a reinterpretation.
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According to curator and artist Jon Ippolito, there are four different ways one may go about preserving a new media artwork: storage,
emulation, migration and reinterpretation (Wolf, 2013). Storage implies
the literal storage of the work in the original media and with its associated artefacts at the time of their creation. Emulation means creating modern software and hardware capable of interpreting the old software and
preserves the original code and functionality of the work. Migration, on
the other hand creates new code that preserves the original functionality
and is able to function in contemporary machines. Each migration runs
the risk of losing parts of the original functionality of the work and must
be done every time technologies change. Reinterpretation on the other
hand attempts to preserve the original artistic intention (the poetry of
the work as Prado puts it) in a completely new platform (Wolf, 2013). To
put Desertesejo’s rescue in perspective, restoration would fall within the
purview of storage, as restoration seeks to return the object to its original
form and as is evident in Prado’s own notes, what took place was a reinterpretation. The software utilized was a completely new technology and
no fraction of the original code was used, what was done was to preserve
the experience (Prado & Cuzziol, 2019).
Of the four possible methods for rescuing new media art, storage is
the least ideal as it does nothing to preserve the actual intent of the work,
often in order to preserve artefacts, all contact with the artefact is stopped,
this results in the artwork being rendered inert, while this practice is common in museums, it is not ideal. This deactivation is not as problematic
in artefact-based art such as Maciunas’ Fluxkit (1964) as it is easy for the
spectator to imagine the use of each object, with digital new media, interaction is not often as straightforward and may be hard to imagine what is
required from the participant and the devices involved. One such example
is the video game Bush Bash (2014) presented in the V&A Design/Play/Disrupt (2018-2019). This video game has been turned into a video in the name
of preserving the structural integrity of the artefact. This approach ignores
the possibility of creating an alternate control interface while presenting
the original as a traditional artefact. The cooperative interaction in bush
bash involves driving the car while the copilot fires at enemies, as it stands,
the communal aspect is lost and watching the video offered by the institution is inadequate in transmitting the original intentions of its creators. In
effect the work is lessened by the removal of the interaction, changing the
collaborative efforts of two individuals attempting to succeed and develop
an interpersonal connection into a passive experience more akin to a car
chase in any film only with lesser production values.
Porting, migration and recreation do not have this problem. Unfortunately, they present their own challenges to institutions interested
in preserving new media art for the future. Porting is often the best way
to preserve original code and retain all working aspects of the work. This
process can be complicated and very expensive when the software and
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control interfaces are custom solutions instead of commercially available
ones. For example, video game emulators web browsers and popular operating systems such as Windows and Apple operating systems all can be
emulated easily as there are several solutions available. However, not all
interactive new media art is made using these options, more obscure systems like those used in the 60s and 70s tend to require custom solutions
that lack support and thus, requiring a large investment both in time and
financial terms in order to create an emulator. Copyright laws can also
create problems for institutions attempting to emulate privately owned
technologies, further adding to costs.
Migration generally applies to new media that continues to exist
but has been upgraded or updated, or a similar compatible option exists.
The risk with this approach comes from possible loss of features between
versions and the need to continue migration every time technology gets
left behind. One of the most common examples of this migration process
can be an interactive video that used DVD technology to become interactive by allowing the use of menus to choose between scenes. This system
can be easily migrated to Blu-ray without loss of compatibility, however
Blu-ray is already being replaced with streaming video and online video, in
this case the migration now requires the creation of a digital file which can
then be accessed through a computer, not a physical device, which in turn
replaces the remote with the mouse and keyboard, and so the work has now
changed. Further down the line, even the software for playing this DVD
image file will need to be emulated or the entire work will have to be recreated. Migration is still concerned with the preservation of the “original
object” over the original experience, it accepts tradeoffs in usability and
the poetics in order to preserve as much of the artwork in its original form.
Recreation concerns itself with the experience over everything
else, it seeks to preserve what is often called the “aura” of the work over
the specific form it originally presented. This method is ideal for the most
ethereal of artworks, particularly those that lack real world interfaces. This
requires an almost completely new project to be undertaken. While assets
such as graphics, videos and meshes may be salvaged (and not always) code
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and networking technologies will have to be redone. This process, as seen
in Desertesejo may take a year or more time of painstaking recreation. It
is also important to stress the importance of proper documentation of the
work, the more involved the documentation of the original artwork was,
the easier it becomes to recreate both in terms of effort, costs and accuracy. Therefore, the decision to recreate a work must be a careful one as it is
a demanding process that may even come in conflict with the interests of
traditional conservation.
Having covered the various means through which an artwork can
be preserved, it is necessary to make a choice. Such a choice depends on a
variety of factors, but the most important is the artist’s desires in regard
as to the continuation of their work. A few artists are not interested in the
preservation of their work and may indeed expect the work to self-destruct
or degrade as time passes, in other situations the artist may expect the
complete preservation of their work while others like Gilbertto Prado are
more interested in the preservation of the message their artwork communicates rather than the artefacts he uses. Following this it is necessary
to gauge the resources available. In the case of Desertesejo the artist undertook the entire enterprise of his own volition, however, when we deal
with artists that are no longer reachable, this is impossible and institutions have to prepare for such situation. Most institutions won’t probably
have an in-house team prepared to undertake the preservation efforts.
For this reason, it is important to have a contact list with every individual
and company involved in the creation each artwork as this will simplify
the process of tracking down individuals capable of performing the tasks
required. In a worst-case scenario these individuals may be able to point
the institution towards others who may be able to assist in the project.
Other options involve contacting other larger institutions who may be
able to assist in the recreation process. In some cases, even corporations
or individuals may be able to provide expertise or even carry out the restoration as charity or for a reduced fee. Of course not all institutions may
be able to afford a full restoration effort, in this case, storage is the best
option as long as it is implemented as a temporary solution while funding
and other resources are procured.
To best implement storage, thorough documentation of the artwork is needed. Source code assets such as textures, videos, 3D meshes, audio files and any other components of the artwork should be stored within
the institution and independent of the artwork itself so they may be reused
in any future restorations/migrations/reinterpretations. Alongside this,
videos of the artwork functioning should be made, these videos should also
explain what’s is being done, what is the expected response, and attempt
to present the work in its entirety with all variations of choice presented.
Annotated images detailing the installation and setup of the work are also
necessary as are interviews with artists and technicians involved. A good
way to do this is to request a a free account from the Variable Media Ques-
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tionnaire website. This site, under Jon Ippolito’s care is dedicated to the
conservation of new media art and will keep track of all parts of an artwork as well as assist with the preservation of it by creating a record of
the artist’s wishes and the way each aspect of it is to be preserved. Finally,
all artwork specific hardware should be stored in a dry climate-controlled
space and checked periodically for deterioration. This strategy will guarantee the least amount of damage is done to the entire artwork while it
awaits further conservation.
Once conservation can take place, care should be taken to ensure the
essence of a work is preserved, there is no point in recreating or migrating
an artwork if it does not respect the artworks true function. It is worth remembering that in new media art, the artistic gesture occurs in the ephemeral space between software and the individual and it is assisted by physical
artefacts, not the other way. Even if the artefacts themselves are considered
important there are ways to work around this limitation, as software can be
duplicated, it is possible to create a second version of the work that is usable
by the public while presenting the original devices as traditional artworks.
This achieves both the goals of preservation and interactivity.
When moving on to the actual process it is worth remembering that
there may not be a specific professional available for the preservation of a
work. In the case of emulators, many of them are made by an avid community and not a company. In fact, it is often enthusiasts who may not have
the specific qualifications expected the ones that hold the specific knowledge necessary to preserve a particularly obscure technology. For this reason, it is important to look into online communities such as hackers and
makers for solutions. In order to make future conservation efforts simpler,
proper documentation of the process is required. Again, the Variable Media
Questionnaire comes in handy as it is designed to handle these modifications and variations to an artwork. In any case an institution would do well
to demand that any source code is well documented and have a third party
evaluate such documentation. Any hardware should have diagrams documenting any circuitry and parts used.
As has been shown, new media art can be preserved for the future
in a variety of ways, with some (recreation, emulation) being better at preserving interaction and the essence of an artwork over others (storage,
migration) but that for certain situations, such as limited budgets, these
options can be used as a stopgap while resources are accumulated. It was
also shown that one of the most important aspects to preserving artworks
is proper documentation and how such documentation can be used in said
preservation. Finally, it is important to mention that each new media artwork has to be approached with its individuality and particular context in
mind and to tailor any preservation effort in accordance.
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